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OUR COMPANY
4xLabs is a fintech company that provides SaaS solutions to address the challenges of both money service
businesses and travellers dealing in the physical FX market. Founded in 2011, we are headquartered in
Singapore, with a regional office in Vietnam, and a network of sales representatives globally. In 2012, we
created a platform for travellers to easily search for the best cash exchange rates from money service
businesses known as Get4x.
In 2015, we launched Biz4x, a SaaS solution that was created through close consultation with the money
service operators, to be an all-in-one solution for them to accelerate their business growth, and adhere to
stricter compliance regulations from regulatory authorities.
Within a year of launch, we had 40% of the money service businesses in Singapore on our platform, which gave
credence to our belief that we are providing a unique solution for them that addresses a real market gap.

Today, Biz4x is used by hundreds of money service businesses in more than 10 different countries. We
built our solution with the future in mind to empower money service businesses with the technology to
gain more insights, safeguard their assets and increase their profits.

OUR PRODUCTS

FOR MONEY SERVICE BUSINESSES

Money service businesses that are looking for a more efficient operating system now have Biz4x - an
integrated suite of services that provides them with live FX rates, facilitates Know Your Customer
background checks through access to a compliance database (Anti-Money Laundering, Countering
the Financing of Terrorism, sanctions and Politically Exposed Persons), and streamlines processes by
tracking stock, price of currencies and customer transactions. With Biz4x, money service operators
can leverage the global network of 4xLabs to acquire new customers every day.
Biz4x helps money service operators to access all the business-critical features they need in one
convenient and user-friendly dashboard at a cost effective price. Through the power of cloud comput ing, money service businesses receive bi-weekly updates to their platform with a single annual
subscription, thus ensuring that the Biz4x platform is always equipped with the latest features to navi gate the constantly evolving challenges of running a currency exchange business.
Learn more about Biz4x at biz4x.com

FOR GLOBAL TRAVELLERS

Get4x is an online aggregator of cash exchange rates that are provided by money service operators
who are connected to this platform through Biz4x. Once money service operators have set their Buy
and Sell rates online through Biz4x, travellers can quickly and easily discover the most convenient
location for them to conduct a currency exchange transaction on Get4x. In addition to being a rates
aggregator, Get4x serves as an online directory of currency exchange outlets that is constantly grow ing. Through Get4x, money service businesses can distinguish themselves from the competition by
highlighting their unique service offerings.
For travellers, the inconvenient experience of physically checking out the rate boards at money
exchange outlets has been replaced by the Get4x app that provides ease of access and information
about money service businesses and exchange rates wherever they may be. Get4x is now available in
22 cities around the world such as Ahmedabad, Antananarivo, Antsiranana, Bali, Bangkok, Dubai, Hong
Kong, Jakarta, Johor Bahru, Kuala Lumpur, Macau, Manila, Mumbai, Ouagadougou, Pattaya, Penang,
Phnom Penh, Phuket, Siem Reap, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo, and the service will continue to expand to all
major travel hubs globally.
Learn more about Get4x at get4x.com
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